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Problem Definition: Gig economy firms benefit from labor flexibility by hiring independent self-scheduling

workers. Such flexibility poses a great challenge in terms of planning and committing to a service capacity.

Understanding the motivations that drive gig economy workers is thus of great importance. In collaboration

with a ride-hailing platform, we study how on-demand workers make labor decisions: specifically, when to

work and for how long.

Academic/Practical Relevance: Our model offers a way to potentially reconcile competing theories

of labor supply regarding the impact of income shocks on labor decisions. We are interested not only in

improving the prediction of the number of active workers but also in understanding how to design better

financial incentives for workers.

Methodology: Using a large comprehensive dataset, we analyze workers’ decisions and responses to

incentives to work while accounting for sample selection, simultaneity, and endogeneity biases.

Results: We find that financial incentives have a significant positive influence on the decision to work and

on the number of hours worked—confirming the positive income elasticity posited by the standard income

effect. We also find support for a behavioral theory such as income-targeting behavior (working less when

reaching an earning goal) and inertia (continuing to work more after working for a longer period).

Managerial Implications: We show via numerical experiments that incentive optimization based on

our model can increase service capacity by 22% without incurring additional cost, or maintain the same

capacity at a 30% lower cost. Ignoring behavioral factors could lead to understaffing by 10–17% below the

optimal capacity level. Lastly, inertia could be a potential sign of workers’ loyalty to the platform.

Key words : empirical and behavioral operations, gig economy, incentives, sample selection

1. Introduction

Gig economy is a labor-sharing market system where workers engage in short-term projects or

freelance work as opposed to permanent jobs. In 2017, 57.3 million Americans or 36% of the U.S.

workforce engaged in gig work (Upwork 2017), providing a wide range of services, from ride-hailing

(e.g., Uber, Lyft, and Didi) to food delivery (e.g., DoorDash and Caviar) to web development (e.g.,

Upwork and Fiverr). By 2025, it is estimated that the majority of the workforce will participate

in the gig economy—leading to a global GDP boost of $2.7 trillion (Manyika et al. 2015). The

unique and novel feature of this business model relates to the nature of employment: independent
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workers can freely choose when to work as well as seamlessly switch between multiple platforms.

For example, as of 2017, nearly 70% of on-demand U.S. drivers work for both Uber and Lyft, and

25% drive for more than just those two (Campbell 2017). In other words, gig workers are in control

of their work schedules: when to work, how long to work, and for which platforms. Such control

attracts many workers to the gig economy.

Companies also greatly benefit from increased labor flexibility as they can hire workers with

different skill levels to work at different times, while paying them only for the work they perform.

Although the core of the gig economy success lies in the perfect matching of supply with demand,

firms need to ensure that their services appeal not only to customers (demand) but also to service

providers (supply). This poses an enormous challenge in planning and committing to a service

capacity, during both peak hours, when demand is high, and during off-peak times, when only a

handful of workers are needed. At the same time, policymakers have been increasingly passing new

regulations in response to the growth of the gig economy. As part of its Vision Zero initiative, New

York City (NYC) passed fatigued driving prevention rules in 2017. These rules limit the number of

daily and weekly hours a ride-hailing driver can work with the goal of reducing driver fatigue and

enhancing road safety. In 2019, the European Parliament has approved new EU rules that provide

minimum rights and enforce better job transparency and compensation for gig workers.

To examine how firms can staff the right number of on-demand workers at the right time and how

policymakers can develop effective regulations, it is important to first understand how gig workers

make labor decisions. We address this question by collaborating with a ride-hailing platform with

the goal of not only improving the way of predicting the number of active gig economy workers,

but also understanding how to design better incentives for flexible workers.

For decades, economists have studied how labor supply is affected by financial incentives and

wage variation. The standard income effect predicts that workers are lifetime-utility maximizers.

As a result, when the wage increases, individuals are more likely to work or will work for longer.

While several observational studies find evidence for this theory (e.g., Carrington 1996, Oettinger

1999, Sheldon 2016), other studies suggest the opposite prediction; that is, workers may actually

work less when offered a higher wage due to their psychological reaction. For example, taxi drivers

may work for fewer hours on a high-paying day because they can meet their earning goal faster;

that is, they exhibit income-targeting behavior (e.g., Camerer et al. 1997, Thakral and Tô 2017).

Providing further support for the behavioral theory of labor supply, Crawford and Meng (2011)

and Farber (2015) suggest that workers’ behavior may also be influenced by their duration goal or

time-targeting behavior.

Our paper aims, in part, to reconcile this on-going debate in labor economics by proposing an

operational framework to predict labor supply using both behavioral and economic incentives. Most
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recent studies in the context of gig economy operations has focused on the system equilibrium or

on the welfare of customers and service providers (e.g., Ibrahim 2018, Taylor 2018, Kabra et al.

2017). To our knowledge, among the papers that focus on the supply side (e.g., Gurvich et al. 2016,

Dong and Ibrahim 2017, Benjaafar et al. 2018, Hall et al. 2018), our work is the first to study the

causal effect of behavioral and economic factors on workers’ decisions and to incorporate workers’

behavior into financial incentives decisions.

Research questions and methodology. Our key research questions are: (i) How do gig econ-

omy workers make labor decisions? How do they react to incentives? What are the factors that

shape each worker’s decision? Are their decisions rational or do they exhibit behavioral biases? (ii)

How can firms design incentives to entice workers? How can they meet their desired service level

by offering the right incentives?

We answer these questions by estimating an econometric model of workers’ labor decisions and

conducting numerical experiments on financial incentives. Prior empirical studies on the relation-

ship between wage and labor decisions have not distinguished between the decision of whether to

work and for how long to work, and treated them essentially as a single decision due to data limita-

tions. We overcome this challenge by leveraging our rich dataset which includes real-time financial

incentives and work decisions for every driver registered with our ride-hailing partner. Accordingly,

we gain clearer insight into work decisions by using data on financial incentives and historical work

experience of the drivers who ended up not driving at a particular period. In our empirical model,

we address econometric challenges such as sample selection bias and simultaneity, and account for

several factors (e.g., weather and past work frequency)—allowing us to test the impact of potential

behavioral biases. Finally, we conduct simulations to compute improved incentive allocations and

to quantify the loss incurred when the platform ignores workers’ behavioral factors.

Contributions. Our paper contributes to the economics and operations literatures in four ways.

First, we offer a potential way to reconcile the two competing theories of labor supply by showing

that workers respond to wage variation in the same way as suggested by the standard income

effect, while also exhibiting targeting behaviors with respect to recent cumulative earnings and

hours worked. We find that financial incentives have a positive influence on the decision to work

and on the work duration. However, cumulative earnings from earlier hours or days have a negative

impact on both decisions. This can be explained by an income-targeting behavior: the closer a

worker is to his/her earning goals, the shorter amount of time s/he is likely to work. Second, we

unravel a new behavioral bias, which we refer to as inertia. Our results indicate that the number of

hours worked earlier in the day or in the week has a positive influence on the decision to continue

working and on the future work duration. We refer to this phenomenon as inertia as it captures
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the tendency of workers to continue working after having worked for some time. It can potentially

reflect workers’ loyalty to the service platform. We find this effect to be consistent over time.

Third, we demonstrate that behavioral biases play an important role in workers’ labor decisions.

Both in-sample and out-of-sample analyses suggest that workers’ reaction to cumulative earnings

and past work hours is a key driver of their labor decisions. We then demonstrate via simulations

that not accounting for these behavioral factors will result in understaffing by 10–17%. Finally,

we use our econometric models to prescribe operational decisions. Specifically, we show that, if

the company re-allocates incentives while accounting for its workers’ behavior, it can increase the

service capacity by 22% without incurring additional cost, or maintain the same service level at a

30% lower cost.

Structure of the paper. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the behavioral

model of how gig economy workers make labor decisions and develops several hypotheses. We

then describe our dataset and present descriptive statistics in Section 3. We discuss our empirical

approach, including sample selection bias, the control function method, and instrumental variables,

in Section 4, and present our estimation results in Section 5. Managerial insights are then drawn

through discussions and numerical experiments in Section 6. Finally, we conclude and discuss future

research directions in Section 7.

2. Labor Supply Theories and Hypotheses Development

Researchers across several disciplines have studied labor supply decisions for decades. Economists

have offered two different perspectives centered around the elasticity of labor supply. The traditional

approach follows a lifecycle model where individuals maximize their lifetime utility. Accordingly,

when facing a wage increase, workers should work more, hence exhibiting positive income elasticity.

On the other hand, empirical studies, notably in the context of taxi drivers, suggest that income

elasticity could be negative if workers are loss averse and benchmark their outcome relative to a

reference point. Then, a wage increase would translate into a shorter time to reach earning goals,

and ultimately in working less. Although many previous studies focused on workers who have some

discretion over their work schedule, it is unclear whether existing findings can apply to gig economy

workers who freely decide their schedule and can easily switch between providers. In this section,

we review in greater detail the two contrasting models of labor supply and develop hypotheses for

gig economy workers’ behavior.

2.1. Traditional Model of Labor Supply

In the neoclassical microeconomics tradition, each worker is a rational agent who maximizes lifetime

utility. A positive wage shock should then lead to a larger group of workers joining the platform
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or to a higher level of activity from the workers. In other words, workers are expected to exhibit a

positive wage elasticity. This perspective seems plausible but finding evidence in the field has been

challenging as in reality, workers cannot easily adjust their work hours. However, positive elasticities

have been observed among workers who have some level of discretion over their schedule, such

as Trans-Alaskan pipeline workers (Carrington 1996), vendors in a baseball stadium (Oettinger

1999), and Florida lobster fishermen (Stafford 2015). These studies found that wage shocks, which

are typically driven by temporary demand variation, have a positive effect on labor supply—both

the number of workers and work hours. Sheldon (2016) investigated driving partners of a ride-

hailing platform and found that drivers’ elasticities are positive and significant, suggesting that

their behavior can also be explained by the traditional model of labor supply.

2.2. Behavioral Model of Labor Supply

The behavioral perspective on labor supply offers an explanation to the opposite sign of elasticity

observed for taxi drivers. Taxi markets provide a suitable setting to study labor supply decisions

given that taxi drivers’ wages are influenced by a variety of transitory shocks with low within-day

variance and high across-day variance. Camerer et al. (1997) studied NYC taxi drivers’ and found

substantial negative elasticities. Their seminal work suggested that drivers’ daily decisions on work

hours were influenced by their individual targets (known as the income-targeting effect), which

sparked a lot of interest among researchers. Using data from a different set of NYC taxi drivers,

Farber (2005) found that the probability to stop working is closely related to the realized income

earned in the same day only when drivers’ fixed effects are not controlled for. Farber (2008) further

introduced a structural model based on daily income targeting and found that the probability to

stop working increases once the income target is reached. However, the author concluded from

the targets’ large standard error that the reference-dependent model of labor supply might not

be useful. Reconsidering the possibility of reference-dependent preferences, Crawford and Meng

(2011) adapted the econometric strategies used in Farber (2005) and Farber (2008) to estimate

models based on the influential theory of Kőszegi and Rabin (2006), which allows for consumption

and gain-loss utilities. More recently, Thakral and Tô (2017) estimated a structural model of labor

supply using a NYC taxi drivers dataset and confirmed that the income-targeting effect exists,

when controlling for the number of work hours.

These findings offer a realistic behavioral explanation and align well with insights from behavioral

economics; however, support for the behavioral theory has been lacking outside the taxi industry.

Sheldon (2016) noted that the income elasticity of ride-hailing drivers is positive and seems to

increase over time. This result suggests that if income targeting exists, it would be only temporary.
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2.3. Labor Supply in the Gig Economy

The gig economy offers workers a flexible, part-time, work schedule without providing traditional

benefits such as medical insurance and retirement savings. In 2016, 72% of Americans have used

some type of shared or on-demand online services, while 8% of Americans have participated as gig

workers across industries, such as ride-hailing, online tasks, and cleaning services (Pew-Research

Center 2016). Some workers fully rely on gig work as a primary source of income, while others

keep their full-time job and earn additional income via the gig economy. As gig platforms appeal

to a broad range of workers with different backgrounds and preferences, predicting the turnout or

service capacity at any point in time is remarkably challenging. A common way to incentivize new

workers to join and to keep existing workers active on the platform is to offer financial incentives.

For example, a new Lyft driver will earn a one-time sign-on bonus when joining and will receive a

weekly guaranteed earning rate for the first few weeks of driving.1 Lyft drivers can also earn more

through a Power Driver Bonus program which grants bonuses based on the number of completed

trips in a given week.2 Real-time bonuses, such as Uber’s surge prices and DoorDash’s Busy Pay,

reward workers who work during rush hours or periods with high demand. For platforms such as

the food delivery service Caviar, workers are notified in advance of time-specific bonuses so they

can plan their schedule accordingly. Beyond direct monetary rewards, several companies go one

step further by using a combination of gamification and psychology. For example, Uber drivers can

earn badges for achievements such as excellent service and entertaining ride and are constantly

reminded of how close they are to their earning goals. While these incentive strategies are prevalent

in practice, less is known in academic research about their influence on workers’ labor decisions.

Our paper belongs to the fast-growing research trend that examines operational and pricing

decisions in the context of the gig economy (see, e.g., Allon et al. 2012, Jiang and Tian 2016,

Taylor 2018). Most relevant to our work are studies that examine how dynamic wages affect supply,

especially when independent providers can decide whether and when to work. In Gurvich et al.

(2016), the platform determines the number of agents, a cap on the number of agents allowed

to work, and the market-condition-contingent price and wage. Then, the agents decide whether

or not to work after observing the market condition. The authors find that agent independence

reduces the number of workers and increases the optimal price. Chen and Sheldon (2016) analyze

data from 25 million ride-hailing trips and show that a dynamic wage due to surge pricing can

entice drivers to work longer. Hall et al. (2018) use differences in timing and size of the city as well

1 For example, new drivers in Los Angeles, CA are eligible for $1,000 weekly guarantees in their first four weeks:
https://www.lyft.com/terms/incentives/5542d91a1703f12a950b7c1d

2 The program is only available in selected regions and its requirements include a 2011 or newer car, 90% acceptance
rate for the week, and a minimum number of trips (during and outside rush hours).
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as platform-initiated fare changes to identify the impact of the fare on market equilibrium. The

authors observe that hourly earnings rise immediately following a fare increase, but then decline

shortly thereafter due to a drop in utilization. Several studies consider the problem of designing

the right incentives on prices and wages to coordinate supply with demand for on-demand service

platforms. In Hu and Zhou (2017), the authors study the pricing of an on-demand platform and

show the good performance of a flat-commission contract. Taylor (2018) studies an on-demand

service platform that decides both a per-service price for customers and a wage posted to agents.

The author shows that the uncertainty in delay-sensitive customers’ valuations or in the agents’

opportunity costs can lead the intermediary to raise the price during congestion. In Cohen and

Zhang (2018), the authors study a model where two-sided platforms engage simultaneously in wage

and price competition. Assuming that each side of the market (i.e., customers and workers) follow

a multinomial logit model, the authors show the existence and uniqueness of equilibrium.

While there is a large body of research on flexible or self-scheduling workforce in operations

management, there are relatively few studies that investigate the supply side behavior and its

impact on the platform’s operational decisions. Moreover, most of the studies are of a theoretical

nature and focus on the equilibrium of matching supply with demand. Ibrahim (2018) examines

a queueing system with a random number of servers and characterizes the optimal staffing policy

and the resulting cost. Dong and Ibrahim (2017) further study optimal staffing decisions when the

workforce is composed of both contingent and permanent workers. The authors show that staffing

decisions depend on the uncertainty of the flexible workers, the operating costs, and customer

demand. Benjaafar et al. (2018) study an equilibrium model of labor welfare that accounts for

interactions between supply and demand and investigate the possible alignment and misalignment

of the platform’s and workers’ interests. The authors find that labor welfare first increases with

the labor pool size and then decreases.

The only empirical studies that incorporate workers’ behaviors to our knowledge, besides Sheldon

(2016), are Chen et al. (2017) and Kabra et al. (2017). Chen et al. (2017) documented how Uber

drivers value real-time flexibility and estimated the driver surplus from allowing a flexible schedule.

The authors found that drivers earn higher surplus from Uber’s flexible nature relative to less

flexible arrangements. Kabra et al. (2017) investigated the impact of incentives using data from a

Singaporean taxi company. Their structural estimation results suggest that offering incentives to

drivers is more effective than passengers’ incentives. While both of these papers rigorously captured

how drivers and passengers responded to incentives and controlled for endogeneity, their models

did not consider potential behavioral biases and did not causally explain workers’ behavior. This

is due to data limitations given that most datasets record trips only when they happen. In our

dataset, however, we observe the information available to drivers even when they decided not to
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work. We focus on the behavior of gig economy workers and on how the platform can improve

its operational decisions by understanding such behavior. We next present hypotheses on labor

decisions of gig economy workers.

2.4. Hypotheses Development

We are interested in studying how gig economy workers make labor decisions, specifically whether

they will work at a particular time and, if they will, for how long. Labor decisions typically depend

on multiple factors such as weather and external commitments. Yet, these are not controlled by the

platform and thus, while we attempt to control for such factors, we focus on the impact of economic

drivers such as financial incentives and behavioral factors (income and time targeting). Given that

financial incentives are the main lever companies can use to stimulate workers, their impact on the

labor supply of traditional employees has been extensively studied in the literature. Following the

structure of our data, we divide the incentive into two parts: an hourly wage rate and a temporary

promotion. As is common in empirical studies of taxi drivers, we include income and time targeting

effects in our model. Several companies have exploited workers’ tendency to set goals by helping

workers track their progress and nudging them to work for longer. Since individuals’ targets cannot

be observed, we model the amount of income each worker has already earned and the number

of hours worked so far as proxies for income and time targets, respectively. We next present our

hypotheses regarding the impact of each factor on gig economy workers’ labor decisions.

H1: Higher wage increases the probability of working and the number of work hours.

Following the standard income effect, we expect that a higher hourly wage will increase the prob-

ability of working. Empirical studies of workers who have discretion over their work hours, such

as Oettinger (1999) and Stafford (2015) suggest that workers adjust labor decisions in the same

direction as wage. Such positive income elasticity can be explained by two reasons. First, unlike

traditional employees, gig economy workers tend to work on smaller tasks (e.g., assembling fur-

niture, driving within a neighborhood) that require less time to complete, especially for workers

who keep their full-time job. Consequently, decisions relate to short timeframes so that the main

objective is likely to maximize utility (or the monetary outcome) in the following period. Second,

we still believe that there exists a behavioral explanation that drives workers to stop working.

This effect can be driven by the income earned so far and the time worked so far (see H2 and H3

below). Past studies that found an income targeting effect only modeled the relationship between

the number of work hours and the average daily wage. We postulate that the negative impact on

the number of work hours will only be apparent during specific times of day (resp. days of week),

when workers might be closer to their daily (resp. weekly) income targets. Thus, when controlling

for both cumulative income and work hours, we should observe a positive income elasticity. Further,

it may become less positive later in the day (or week) when workers are closer to their targets.
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H2: Higher income earned so far decreases the probability of working and the num-

ber of work hours. Past studies on labor supply assumed that workers will participate in the

workforce if the offered wage is higher than their reservation price (see, e.g., Heckman 1974). Stud-

ies of taxi drivers including Camerer et al. (1997), Farber (2008), and Thakral and Tô (2017)

provide support for an income-targeting behavior: the probability to stop working increases once

the income target is reached. Thakral and Tô (2017) demonstrate that drivers’ decisions are highly

influenced by recent earnings. Note that none of the previous work attempted to model both the

decision to work and the work duration, as we do in this paper. We build on the previous finding

that the more workers have earned so far, the more likely they will stop working. An alternative

explanation of the negative impact is related to fatigue. Specifically, a higher cumulative income

could indicate a greater level of effort. Consequently, workers experience fatigue and thus work for

a shorter time. As a result, we expect to see a negative impact of the cumulative income on both

the probability of working and on the number of work hours.

H3: Longer time worked so far decreases the probability of working and the number

of work hours. Previous work in labor economics suggest another type of targeting behavior:

time targeting. Using the dataset of Farber (2005, 2008), Crawford and Meng (2011) develop a

structural stopping estimation model that allows for reference points in both daily income and daily

hours. The authors conclude that drivers are income loss averse relative to a reference point based

on income and time. Agarwal et al. (2015) estimate hours and income targets using ex-post data

of Singaporean taxi drivers and find that drivers with high cumulative hours and/or cumulative

income for the day are more likely to stop working earlier when they reach their targets. Farber

(2015) uses a discrete choice stopping model to analyze the complete record of all trips taken in

NYC taxis from 2009 to 2013 and finds that the probability of ending a shift is positively related

to work hours rather than income earned. Moreover, longer work hours could lead to fatigue. This

phenomenon is aligned with recent findings suggesting that work performance deteriorates toward

the end of long shifts among paramedics (Brachet et al. 2012) and part-time call center agents

(Collewet and Sauermann 2017). Thus, one may expect that the longer the workers have worked,

the less likely they will continue working and, if so, for a shorter time.

3. Data: Ride-hailing Platform in New York City

To answer our research questions, we collaborate with an on-demand ride-hailing company (referred

to as “the company” or “the platform”) and analyze a large comprehensive dataset of driving

activities and financial incentives in New York City over a period of 358 days (from October 2016

to September 2017). Our data includes: each driver’s vehicle type, experience with the platform,

number of hours driven, and financial incentives offered and earned. The key advantage of our
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data is that we observe the incentives that were offered to every driver regardless of the decision

to drive. In other words, even for drivers who decided not to drive for a particular time period,

we still know their offered wage and promotions for that period. In total, we have several million

driver-shift observations and several thousand unique drivers.3 We next present an overview of the

platform and report descriptive statistics of working shifts, financial incentives, and vehicle types.

3.1. Platform Overview

The company is a ride-hailing online platform that offers services in several cities worldwide. The

users (riders) may request rides in real-time through a smartphone application. Then, the plat-

form will match riders with available drivers. This platform offers a sharing service (i.e., several

passengers heading in the same direction may share the same vehicle). To make the service more

efficient, passengers can be picked up and dropped off at an optimized location near the exact

requested locations. Finally, drivers usually own larger vehicles and the vast majority are com-

pensated according to a guaranteed hourly rate regardless of the number of completed rides (this

compensation model is different from several other ride-hailing platforms). We focus on drivers who

are paid by the hour as this scheme resembles the traditional wage model but with more flexibility

on the drivers’ side. This allows us to investigate how drivers’ work decisions are influenced by

variations in financial incentives.

Figure 1 Breakdown of shifts for each operating day

3.2. Shifts and Work Schedule

Each operating day is divided into six shifts (see an illustration in Figure 1): morning non-rush

hours from midnight to 7am (AM Off-peak), morning rush hours from 7 to 9am (AM Peak), midday

from 9am to 5pm (Midday), afternoon rush hours from 5 to 8pm (PM Peak), evening non-rush

hours from 8 to 9pm (PM Off-peak), and late night from 9pm to midnight (Late night). The largest

volume of activities happen during PM Off-peak, followed by PM Peak, and Midday, while AM

Off-peak hours are the least busy. In our data, a driver works on average 11 weeks (per year), 2.23

days per week, and 3.27 hours per day.

In this paper, we analyze drivers’ behavior both at the shift and day levels. We control for the

day of the week to account for demand and supply variation. In our data, 49.46% of all completed

trips occurred between Tuesday and Thursday, potentially confirming the popularity of the service

3 We cannot reveal the exact number of drivers and the size of our dataset due to confidentiality. However, these
exact numbers do not affect any of our results or findings.
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among city commuters. Monday and Friday trips account for 30.91% of all trips, while weekend trips

account for 19.62%. Fewer trips on these days can represent either lower demand from customers

or increased competition from other ride-hailing platforms. While the flexible work schedule allows

drivers to choose when to work, they often stick to their “regular” times. For example, 30.41%

of drivers never worked on weekends. We therefore include past work schedules in our models to

control for such heterogeneity among drivers.

3.3. Earnings and Incentives

Drivers receive an hourly rate for the time they are active on the platform, which we refer to as

offer in the sequel. They are considered active when they log on to the application on their mobile

device and report to their designated start location. This compensation scheme can be considered

as a guaranteed payment, in contrast to a commission-based contract that compensates drivers for

each completed trip—commonly used by several platforms. It is possible under this scheme that

drivers could be paid even if there are no ride requests for the entire hour. Similar schemes are

used by other gig economy companies such as DoorDash, a U.S. on-demand delivery service.

The guaranteed hourly offer comprises two components: a base rate and a promotional rate.

These two variables vary over time (shifts and days of week) and across different drivers. The base

rate for each driver is decided when the driver joins the platform for the first time. For the same

driver, the base rate may be different for different shifts and different days of the week, but typically

remains the same across weeks. In addition to the base rate, drivers are frequently offered three

types of promotional incentives: rate-based, minimum-hour, and combo promotions. Drivers can

only earn these bonuses if they drive during particular shifts as indicated in the promotion terms

and conditions. Rate-based promotions are offered as an additional bonus to the hourly base rate

during specific times. In our data, 32.71% of shifts include rate-based promotions and the average

promotion rate is an additional 50.36% of the base rate. Minimum-hour promotions provide a lump

sum if the driver works continuously for at least some pre-determined number of hours during a

specific time. Similarly, a combo promotion is unlocked once a driver meets certain requirements.

At the time of our data, promotions were decided as follows: First, the platform sets a number

of promotional rates as benchmarks. Then, an algorithm uses these rates to assign the final rate

for each driver based on the past work behavior and the vehicle type (see Section 3.4). Ultimately,

the promotion mainly depends on the past work behavior and on the vehicle type. The platform

then sends text messages to drivers every evening to communicate the promotional rates for the

next day. This suggests that drivers are likely to plan their upcoming work schedule ahead of time.

Occasionally, drivers may receive real-time adjustments to their rates but will never experience

lower rates than initially informed. All rates are pro-rated to the actual amount of time worked

for a given shift. Earnings are cumulative until the end of the week when drivers have the option

to transfer them to their bank account.
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3.4. Drivers and Vehicle Types

Drivers are identified by a unique ID. For each shift, we observe the decision to work (i.e., to

become active) for every driver registered in the system. For drivers who started working after the

first day of our dataset (October 7, 2016), we record their first day to control for their experience

with the platform. All drivers were present in the dataset for every day after their first day, but

will only drive in some of the days. For the analysis conducted in this paper, we only consider

the drivers who own a single vehicle (89.9% of all drivers). There are six types of vehicles: a 3-

passenger SUV, a 4-passenger SUV, a 5-passenger SUV, a 5-passenger van, a 6-passenger van, and

a 3-passenger sedan. We exclude from our analysis the van drivers who lease their vehicle from the

company (rather than owning their vehicle or leasing it from an external third party) as they may

have a completely different utility from driving, leaving us with 84.4% of the original pool. For

our main analysis, we focus on two types of drivers: sedan and 5-passenger SUV, which are 33.2%

of the entire driver pool. These two vehicle types potentially represent drivers who may behave

differently. Sedan vehicles are generally less expensive to maintain and the owners can use their

vehicles for multiple purposes. From our data, we observe that SUV drivers typically work more

frequently and for longer hours relative to sedan drivers. We obtained similar qualitative results

for other vehicle types; but omit the results for conciseness.

3.5. Supplementary Data

To better capture the market conditions, we incorporate trip records for both yellow taxis and

for-hire vehicles (FHVs) collected by the New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC).4

In particular, we analyze 101,487,565 yellow taxi trips and 129,868,077 ride-hailing or FHV

trips that occurred between October 2016 and September 2017. Yellow taxi trip records include

dates/times/locations of pick-ups and drop-offs, itemized fares, and driver-reported passenger

counts. FHV trip records consist of dates/times/locations of pick-ups and drop-offs and the dis-

patching base license number that is associated with a ride-hailing platform.

We also retrieve weather data from the Dark Sky API, which provides minute-level weather

information for a specific location (NYC in our case). Such information includes humidity, precip-

itation probability and intensity, precipitation type (rain, snow, or sleet), temperature, apparent

or “feel-like” temperature, visibility, and wind speed. For shift-level analysis, we use averages of

these measures for each hour in the shift. Similarly, we use day averages for the day-level analysis.

4 https://www1.nyc.gov/site/tlc/about/tlc-trip-record-data.page
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4. Empirical Approach

To test the hypotheses developed in Section 2, we estimate the impact of financial incentives, income

and time targets, and other covariates on two labor decisions: (1) driving or not (captured by the

binary variable Drivei,t) and (2) how long to drive (Hoursi,t, a positive number). Specifically,

Drivei,t = 1 if Driver i drives at least five minutes in Shift t and Drivei,t = 0 otherwise. Hoursi,t

represents the number of hours that Driver i is active in Shift t. Given the long tails in Hoursi,t,

we apply a Box-Cox transformation to normalize its distribution, conditional on the covariates.

We obtain consistent results under different transformations (e.g., logarithm and square root). We

exclude outliers defined as drivers for which the number of work hours in a given shift or day

exceeds the 1.5 interquartile ranges (IQRs). We also exclude public holidays from our analysis.

We estimate our model both at the shift (i.e., within day) and day levels, separately for each vehi-

cle type. This allows us to capture type-specific heterogeneity: drivers operating different vehicle

types may have different preferences, costs, and utility functions, and thus make their labor deci-

sions differently. In this section, we first discuss the empirical challenges that arise from our obser-

vational data—particularly simultaneity and sample selection bias—and our econometric approach

to overcome these challenges. We then provide a detailed description of our two-stage method.

4.1. Simultaneity Bias Correction: Instrumental Variables

Simultaneity Bias. As discussed, the standard income effect suggests that financial incentives

encourage workers by increasing their likelihood of working or their number of work hours. Never-

theless, quantifying the effect of incentives by regressing the labor decision on financial incentives

can lead to misleading results. In our dataset, we observe that a smaller fraction of drivers who

received an hourly offer of $65 decided to work relative to those who received $45 per hour (see

Figure 2). One possible implication is that financial incentives are not effective in inducing some

drivers. Alternatively, these appealing promotions might have been strategically offered to engage

inactive drivers. Consequently, regressing the driving decision (or the number of work hours) on

financial incentives can lead to a simultaneity bias as the incentives are likely to be determined by

the state of the supply or the number of active drivers. Overlooking this issue may yield to a bias

estimate of the effect of financial incentives. A common solution is to use instrumental variables

(IVs) that are highly correlated with the financial incentives, but affect the work decision only

through the incentives (Levinsohn and Petrin 2003).
Instrumental Variables. The main endogenous variables in our data are the hourly financial

incentives, wi,t, and the hourly earnings, w̃i,j. Our ideal instrument is one that is highly correlated

with each endogenous variable and affects the dependent variable (the decision to drive or the work

hours) only through the endogenous variable. In other words, we are looking for instruments that

are not correlated with the unobserved variables in the error terms. Our industry partner con-

firmed that the financial incentives were endogenously determined with respect to supply decisions.
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Figure 2 Example of a nonlinear relationship between the likelihood of working and the hourly offer

Specifically, the company sets the financial incentives based on past work history, level of inactivity,

and vehicle type. This insight motivated us to focus on instruments that categorize drivers based

on these three factors. We propose to use three types of IVs:

1. Our first type of IV is based on the notion of co-workers. For each driver who is available to

work at a particular time (i.e., has not terminated his/her partnership with the platform),

we define his/her co-workers as the drivers who meet the following conditions: (i) available

to work at the same time, (ii) drive a different vehicle type, and (iii) have made the same

work decision in the past (i.e., the same shift in the previous week or previous month). Work

decisions of interest are driving, not driving, or not yet registered. Assuming that random

shocks are not correlated across drivers, we propose to use the average hourly offers received

by co-workers for the focal period as an IV. This IV satisfies the relevance condition: since

both the focal driver and his/her co-workers made the same work decision in the past, their

incentives should be highly correlated. From the first stage of our IV estimation, the estimate

for the instrument is consistently signifiant and F -statistics for all models are larger than the

conventional threshold of 10. This IV also satisfies the exclusion restriction: current incentives

for co-workers should not directly influence the focal driver’s work decision because (i) they

drive different vehicle types, and (ii) the focal driver does not have access to co-workers’

incentives information.

2. Our second type of IV follows a similar idea. Instead of matching drivers based on their work

decisions at a specific time in the past, we now match drivers based on the level of past

inactivity. For every day in our data, we categorize drivers into four groups based on each

quartile of the number of consecutive days they have been inactive. We call the drivers of a

different vehicle type who belong to the same group co-skippers.

3. Finally, to further test the robustness of our results, we also consider a Hausman-type IV.

This instrument is based on the same strategy as in previous literature (e.g., Hausman et al.

1994, Sheldon 2016) and uses the average hourly offer rate received by all other registered

drivers during the same shift on the same day as an instrument for the offer rate.
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We obtain consistent insights under all three specifications. Further discussion and our estimation

results using these last two IVs are deferred to Appendix B.1. Lastly, since incentives are updated

on a shift basis, we assume that drivers have to make a decision at the beginning of each shift

whether or not to work and for how long. Cumulative earnings and hours worked, which are related

to work decisions in previous shifts, should not be related to random shocks in the new shift. As

a robustness check, we consider a model in which we use lagged values of cumulative earnings and

worked hours as instruments for the current values. The results remain qualitatively the same.

4.2. Two-Stage Estimation

Sample Selection Bias. Previous studies such as Camerer et al. (1997) and Sheldon (2016)

investigated the relationship between the number of work hours and the hourly wage rate condi-

tional on drivers who worked on a given day. This would not be a concern if drivers randomly decide

whether or not to work. In reality, however, it is more plausible that they make such decisions

based on factors which are not observed by the researcher. In other words, the selection of drivers

who choose to work at a given time is not random. Consequently, this approach may yield a biased

estimate of the sensitivity to incentives (i.e., income elasticity). Fortunately, the comprehensive-

ness of our data offers an opportunity to address this challenge. Since we observe both active and

inactive drivers, we can directly estimate the selection problem.

Modified Heckman Two-Stage Estimation. Our dataset provides a unique advantage as

we observe financial incentives offered to every driver, including those who chose not to drive at

any given time. To account for the sample selection bias, we use the modified two-stage Heckman

method (Heckman 1979) to first estimate the driving decision across the entire population of drivers

using a probit regression, and then estimate the number of work hours for drivers who chose to

work. The key to connect the two estimation stages is the inverse Mills ratio (IMR), which is

computed from the predicted probability of driving and included as a regressor in the second stage.

Let wi,t and w̃i,t be the hourly offer and hourly earning rate earned by Driver i at time t,

respectively. Houri,t is the observed number of hours that Driver i worked in shift or day t. Xi,tXi,tXi,t

and Zi,tZi,tZi,t are the relevant set of covariates that affect the decision to work and the work hours,

respectively. We model the two stages as follows:

Houri,t =

{
Hour∗i,t if Drivei,t = 1

unobserved otherwise
(1)

Drovei,t =

{
1 if Drive∗i,t > 0

0 otherwise
(2)

Hour∗i,t = β0,i +βw̃w̃i,t +βZi,tβZi,tβZi,t +ui,t (3)

Drive∗i,t = α0 +αwwi,t +αXi,tαXi,tαXi,t + vi,t (4)[
σ2
v

σ2
u

]
∼N

([
0
0

]
,

[
1 ρσu

ρσu σ2
u

])
. (5)
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The two stages that we estimate are given by:

P (Drivei,t = 1|Xi,tXi,tXi,t) = Φ(α0,i +α0,t +αwwi,t +αXi,tαXi,tαXi,t), (6)

f(Houri,t) = β0,i +βw̃w̃i,t +βZi,tβZi,tβZi,t + θλi,t +ui,t, (7)

where Φ(·) is the normal c.d.f. and λi,t is the IMR calculated from the predicted probability in

Equation (6) (“Choice Equation”). Thus, we essentially estimate a probit model for the driving

decision in Equation (6) and compute the IMR for each observation. We then fit an OLS model

of the (transformed) number of hours that depends on all covariates and the IMR (Equation (7))

while controlling for the drivers who drove (“Level Equation”). The estimated coefficient θ = ρσu

will potentially confirm the existence of a sample selection bias.

While Heckman-type selection model has been widely used in several applications, it has also

been criticized on its potential pitfalls, particularly the weak nonlinearity of the IMR and the

multicollinearity of regressors in both stages (Puhani 2000). To address these concerns, we carefully

choose the sets of regressors for both stages (Xi,tXi,tXi,t and Zi,tZi,tZi,t) to be different (see more details in

Section 4.3) and we check for collinearity by regressing the IMR on the regressors of the second

stage. On average, the standard deviation of the errors is 44.52% less than the standard deviation of

the IMR, which suggests a substantial difference. We also perform a different approach suggested by

Puhani (2000) by estimating a subsample OLS or a two-part model. In the two-part model, a binary

choice model is estimated for the probability of observing a positive-versus-zero outcome (e.g., the

number of work hours). This is essentially the same as the first stage of our main approach. Then,

conditional on a positive outcome (e.g., drivers who worked during a particular shift), an OLS

regression model is estimated for the number of work hours (Cragg 1971, Madden 2008, Farewell

et al. 2017). This is the same as the second stage of our main approach excluding the IMR. We

report the estimates from both the two-part model and our main approach in Section 5.

For robustness purposes, we also consider the Dahl’s approach for sample selection correction.

Dahl (2002) argued that, when the choice equation is multinomial, semi-parametric estimation of

this model may face the “curse of dimensionality.” As the number of alternatives grows, it requires

the estimation of a large number of parameters, which rapidly makes it intractable. Dahl’s approach

relies on using a basis spline to approximate the choice probability for only a subset of relevant

choices. For more details, we refer the reader to Bourguignon et al. (2007) that provides Monte

Carlo comparisons across different selection models and to Bray et al. (2019) that implements this

correction to model proximity-based supplier selection. In our context, the choice for each driver

is binary: whether to work or not. Instead of using an IMR to correct for sample selection, we

use a basis spline to approximate the choice probability. Our results remain consistent under both

sample selection correction approaches and can be found in Appendix B.2.
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4.3. Estimation Details

Relevant Covariates. The covariates for the choice equation include financial incentives,

income and time targets, driving habits, as well as other controls. We use the hourly offer rate

(i.e., hourly base rate plus promotions, if any) as a proxy for incentives. We use the total number

of driving hours since the beginning of the day until right before the focal shift, or “hours so far”

HSF , as a proxy for a time target. For the day level analysis, we use the number of hours the driver

drove since Monday until the focal day as HSF . A higher HSF can be viewed as a signal that

the driver is getting closer to his/her time target. Similarly, we use the cumulative earnings since

the beginning of the day (or week) until the focal period, or “income so far” ISF , as a proxy for

an income target. Both of these variables represent how close drivers are to their privately known

targets. To further identify potential nonlinear effects of targets, we also consider specifications

that include quadratic terms of both variables: HSF 2 and ISF 2.

A potential concern of including both HSF and ISF in the same specification is the multi-

collinearity issue. This issue does not significantly affect our results because of three reasons. First,

despite a positive correlation, HSF and ISF are not a direct transformation of each other, hence

there is no perfect correlation. Intuitively, HSF increases linearly with time as it denotes the exact

amount of time the driver has been working, while ISF evolves dynamically as it depends on

time-varying financial incentives. Second, multicollinearity generally makes causal inference diffi-

cult because the variance of each estimate would be inflated, leading to statistical insignificance.

Our results (see Section 5) show that this is not the case for our model as both coefficients are sta-

tistically significant in most cases. Third, potential problems from high collinearity can be largely

offset with sufficient power (Mason and Perreault Jr 1991). Our dataset consists of large enough

number of observations to provide sufficient statistical power even when we separately estimate

our model by vehicle type, day of the week, and shift of the day. When controlling for drivers with

similar HSF (ISF ), we can exclusively focus on the effect of ISF (HSF ) and confirm its direction

and significance. To further reduce the collinearity, we also consider alternative specifications that

replace ISF with a natural logarithm of ISF and obtain consistent insights.

To capture aggregate demand variation for ride-hailing services, we include hourly weather infor-

mation such as humidity, apparent temperature, and precipitation probability, the day of week,

and month-year fixed effects. Furthermore, we compute the numbers of trips operated on other

ride-hailing platforms using the TLC trips record data. For the choice equation, we include the

trips initiated in the previous period (shift or day) to reflect the market condition observed by the

drivers on our platform. For the level equation, we use the trips initiated in the same period to

reflect the subsequent decision of work hours (i.e., when to quit). We also include other variables

that capture drivers’ short- and long-term habits. Short-term habits include the number of hours
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each driver worked on the same day and shift of the previous week and the number of hours worked

during the previous week. Long-term habits are captured by the driver’s experience (i.e., whether

s/he is new to the platform) and drivers’ fixed effects. We randomly split our observations into

65% training, 30% testing, and 5% validation sets for model selection. The final sets of covariates

are then decided based on in-sample fitting, comparing AICs through stepwise method and the

mean squared errors through LASSO regression, and out-of-sample prediction accuracy. The final

sets of regressors in our main model are:

• Choice: hourly offer, ISF , HSF , number of hours worked last week, new driver indicator,

humidity, apparent temperature, precipitation probability, number of other ride-hailing trips

in the previous shift/day (in thousands).

• Level: hourly earning rate, ISF , HSF , number of hours worked on the same shift of last

week, humidity, apparent temperature, precipitation probability, number of other ride-hailing

trips during the same shift/day (in thousands).

4.3.1. Choice: Control Function Probit. The first stage (choice estimation) is based on a

probit model of labor decisions. In our context, we estimate whether each driver would work during

a given shift (or day). As discussed, financial incentives and work decisions are simultaneously

related so that we need to use instrumental variables. However, we cannot perform a two-stage

least squares (2SLS) to account for endogeneity in our probit model as this will lead to inconsistent

estimates because certain properties of the expectation and linear projection operators do not

carry over for nonlinear models (Newey 1987). Instead, we implement the control function method

to account for endogeneity for our nonlinear probability model (Imbens and Wooldridge 2007,

Wooldridge 2015). The first step is identical to the first step of 2SLS, that is, we estimate an OLS

regression of the endogenous variable on the exogenous covariates and instrumental variables. We

can then keep the endogenous variable (hourly offer rate) in the model and include the residuals

from the first stage as an additional regressor. The intuition behind this method relies on using

the instrument to split the unmeasured confounders into two parts, one that is correlated with the

endogenous regressor and one that is not. We correct for the standard errors using the standard

deviation of the residuals following Imbens and Wooldridge (2007). We can then compute the IMR

for each observation using the fitted probability.

We also allow for drivers and time fixed effects throughout our estimation. Adding fixed effects

to the nonlinear choice equation is known to suffer from the incidental parameters problem. More

precisely, the usual asymptotic properties of the maximum likelihood estimator are not guaranteed,

thus leading to a biased and inconsistent estimator (Greene 2004). Fortunately, recent develop-

ments in bias correction, such as the jackknife estimation method (see Hahn and Newey 2004,
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Dhaene and Jochmans 2015 for more details on this method), allow us to obtain asymptotically

unbiased estimates and alleviate the incidental parameters problem. The estimates from this mod-

ified choice equation remain similar both in terms of sign and statistical significance. The resulting

level equation also yields the same qualitative results.

4.3.2. Level: Fixed Effects 2SLS. The second stage aims to estimate the number of work

hours conditional on the fact that the driver works during the focal shift (or day). Incorporating the

IV approach to the level equation is straightforward as we can simply perform a 2SLS regression

in which we first obtain the predicted value of w̃i,t based on exogenous covariates and the IV. As

we include the IMR as one of the regressors in the second stage, we bootstrap the standard errors

by repeating our analysis on resampled datasets. Furthermore, even if we already perform separate

analyses for drivers with different vehicle types, we still include a driver-specific intercept in the

level equation to control for unobserved heterogeneity among drivers. Time (month-year and day

of week) fixed effects are also included to capture seasonal trends.

5. Empirical Results

We first conduct our analysis at the shift level. We compare the results obtained for SUV and

sedan drivers during the Midday shift. We then draw several insights that help us rigorously verify

the hypotheses developed in Section 2. We next consider the problem at the day level and contrast

the results relative to the shift-level analysis.

5.1. Within-Day Analysis

We examine drivers’ labor decisions by considering the decision at the beginning of each of the six

operating shifts (see Figure 1). As 97% of the drivers in our data did not drive overnight, we assume

that the first shift of the day is AM Off-peak. Using the first two shifts (AM Off-peak and AM

Peak) as baselines, we analyze the remaining four shifts (Midday to Late Night) to investigate how

labor decisions are influenced by financial incentives (Offer) as well as by cumulative earnings

(ISF ) and work hours (HSF ) since the beginning of the day.

For each shift, we first estimate the choice equation in which the outcome variable is a binary

decision of whether to work for the focal shift. We then estimate the level equation that relates

the number of hours worked for the shift to the hourly earning rate, cumulative earnings and

hours previously worked, and other covariates. We compare three model specifications: baseline

OLS, 2SLS without correction for sample selection bias (“two-part model”), and our main model

which is a 2SLS with sample selection correction. Tables 1 and 2 display our estimates for the

Midday shift of SUV and sedan drivers, respectively. The first column in both tables reports the

estimates from the control function probit of the choice equation. The second column reports the
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estimates from a baseline OLS for the level equation in which we replicated the model implemented

in previous work (Camerer et al. 1997, Sheldon 2016). We included the following covariates: log

hourly wage, temperature, rain indicator, day of week, and month dummies. We also used the

same IV as in previous work, that is, the average of other drivers’ hourly wages and estimated the

model both with and without drivers’ fixed effects. We report the estimates for the model with the

best in-sample and out-of-sample fit. We then present the estimates from the level equation of the

two-part model (i.e., our main model without sample selection correction) in the third column and

our main model for the level equation in the fourth column.

Table 1 Estimates of two-stage selection models of SUV drivers’ decisions during Midday shifts

Choice Eq Level Eq Level Eq Level Eq
Baseline Two-Part Main Model

Incentives/targets
Offer/Earnings 0.002∗∗∗ (0.0006) −0.083∗∗∗ (0.019) 0.001 (0.001) 0.001 (0.001)
Income so far −0.017∗∗∗ (0.004) - −0.009∗∗∗ (0.002) −0.008∗∗∗ (0.002)
Hours so far 2.904∗∗∗ (0.163) - 1.690∗∗∗ (0.068) 1.826∗∗∗ (0.070)
Hours last week
Total 0.017∗∗∗ (0.0003) - - -
Same shift - - 0.056∗∗∗ (0.002) 0.059∗∗∗ (0.002)
New driver 0.590∗∗∗ (0.060) - - -
IMR - - - 0.271∗∗∗ (0.029))

Driver’s FE Yes No Yes Yes
Month’s FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Weather Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 124,769 45,330 45,329 45,329
R2 - 0.378 0.552 0.552

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

SUV drivers. For the choice equation, we find that hourly offer rate and cumulative hours

worked so far have a positive impact on the decision to work, while cumulative earnings have a

negative impact. The positive impact of hourly offer rate suggests that drivers respond positively

to financial incentives (e.g., are more likely to work as the incentive increases) as predicted by the

standard income effect. The positive effect of HSF suggests that drivers who have been active for

a longer period will be more likely to continue working for a new shift. We refer to this behavior

as inertia, which we will discuss further as it becomes more prevalent across different shifts. In

contrast, the negative effect of ISF reflects a potential income-targeting behavior: drivers become

more likely to quit (i.e., not continue working in a new shift) if they have earned more income

or become closer to their unobserved earning goals. We also find that the number of hours each

driver worked in the previous week has a significant positive impact on the decision to work.

This could suggest that drivers tend to stick to their habits and hold regular work schedules. In

other words, their past work frequency could play an important role in how their income and time

targets are formed. Furthermore, we observe that newer drivers who recently joined the platform

are significantly more likely to work.
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We next consider the level equation. Interestingly, under the baseline model, we observe that

SUV drivers exhibit a negative income elasticity, similar to full-time cab drivers investigated in

Camerer et al. (1997) and Thakral and Tô (2017), rather than a positive income elasticity observed

in ride-hailing drivers (Sheldon 2016). Controlling for drivers’ fixed effects and sample selection

bias conditional on drivers who worked, the estimates for the level equation are relatively consistent

for all models. We observe a positive impact of hourly earnings on the number of hours worked,

providing additional evidence that drivers exhibit positive income elasticity. The impact of ISF

is significantly negative, suggesting that income-targeting behavior negatively influences both a

decision to work and work duration. On the other hand, the impact of HSF or inertia behavior is

positive across all specifications. Another evidence that drivers might stick to their schedules is the

positive correlation between the number of hours worked during the same shift in the previous week

and the number of hours worked during the current shift. In addition, the estimated coefficient of

our sample selection correction variable (IMR) is statistically significant, confirming that selection

into working is not random. Overall, we observe that the positive effects of hourly earnings and

HSF dominate the negative impact of ISF on the number of hours worked. For an average SUV

driver during a Midday shift, increasing the hourly earning rate by $10 boosts the work probability

by 0.82% and extends the work duration by 30 seconds. A $10 increase in ISF reduces the work

probability by 5.73% and shortens the work duration by 4.87 minutes. Lastly, an additional hour

of HSF increases the work probability by 57.21% and triggers almost two hours of extra work

(109.53 minutes).

Table 2 Estimates of two-stage selection models of sedan drivers’ decisions during Midday shifts

Choice Eq Level Eq Level Eq Level Eq
Baseline Two-Part Main Model

Incentives/targets
Offer/Earnings 0.007∗∗∗ (0.0008) 0.080∗∗∗ (0.028) 0.001 (0.001) 0.001 (0.001)
Income so far −0.031∗∗∗ (0.006) - −0.007∗∗∗ (0.002) −0.007∗∗∗ (0.002)
Hours so far 3.243∗∗∗ (0.192) - 1.073∗∗∗ (0.058) 1.058∗∗∗ (0.061)
Hours last week
Total 0.022∗∗∗ (0.0004) - - -
Same shift - - 0.079∗∗∗ (0.003) 0.078∗∗∗ (0.003)
New driver 0.660∗∗∗ (0.042) - - -
IMR - - - -0.029 (0.029)

Driver’s FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month’s FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Weather Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 113,444 20,307 20,297 20,297
R2 - 0.389 0.580 0.580

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Sedan drivers. We perform the same estimation and obtain similar results for sedan drivers:

hourly offer/earning rate and HSF have a positive impact on the decision to drive and the number

of hours worked. Under the baseline approach, we observe that, for sedan drivers, (log) hourly
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earnings rate positively affects the number of hours worked. Such positive income elasticity is in

line with findings from Sheldon (2016) which also investigates the behavior of ride-hailing drivers.

This suggests that SUV and sedan drivers are potentially different types of workers: SUV drivers’

behaviors are similar to full-time professional taxi drivers, whereas sedan drivers’ behaviors are

similar to average drivers on ride-hailing platforms. While descriptive statistics suggest that SUV

drivers tend to drive more often and for longer periods relative to sedan drivers, both types of

drivers respond to financial incentives and behavioral biases in the same way. Note that the estimate

for IMR is not statistically significant (at p=0.05) for this shift, suggesting that the evidence of

selection of bias is weak. Nevertheless, our insights remain valid as the estimates are consistent

across several models. Furthermore, IMR estimates are statistically significant for all the other

shifts (See Appendix A). For an average sedan drivers during a Midday shift, a $10 increase in

hourly offer increases the work probability by 1.28% and extends the work duration by 45 seconds.

A $10 increase in ISF dampens the work probability by 4.70% and shortens the work duration

by 4.21 minutes. Lastly, an additional hour to HSF boosts the work probability by 84.74% and

increases the work duration by an hour (63.46 minutes).

Figure 3 Signs and statistical significance for estimates of two-stage models of drivers’ shift-level decisions

Note: Green with “+”: significantly positive, yellow with “-”: significantly negative, white: non-significant at p = 0.05.

Estimates and effect sizes. Figure 3 summarizes the signs and statistical significance of the

key estimates (hourly offer/earnings, ISF , and HSF ) for each vehicle type and each shift. Each

cell in the main three columns is color-coded as follows: a green cell with a bolded plus sign

indicates a significant positive estimate (p < 0.05), a yellow cell with a bolded minus sign indicates

a significant negative estimate (p < 0.05), and a white cell corresponds to a non-significant effect

(the sign indicates the directional effect). In addition, mean work probability, F -statistics for IV

estimation, mean number of hours worked conditional on working, adjusted total R2, and number

of observations are displayed alongside the estimates. Figure 4 provides the effect sizes for an

average driver when one of the following conditions happens: (i) a $10 increase in hourly offer or

earning rate, (ii) a $10 increase in ISF , and (iii) an additional hour to HSF .
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Figure 4 Effect sizes of changes in hourly financial offer/earnings, ISF , and HSF on drivers’ shift-level decisions

Note: Green: significantly positive, yellow: significantly negative, white: non-significant at p = 0.05.

We observe that the estimates for both types of drivers are substantially similar for most shifts.

Hourly offers have a consistent positive impact on both choice (driving decisions) and level (hours

worked) for both types of drivers. This result is consistent with the standard income effect that

predicts a positive income elasticity and confirms our first hypothesis, that is, financial incentives

encourage the decision to work and the work duration. However, we also observe behavioral biases

with regards to cumulative earnings and hours. The impact of ISF on both stages is significantly

negative, suggesting that drivers of either type become less likely to drive and drive for a shorter

period when they have earned a higher income. This phenomenon reflects an income-targeting

behavior among drivers and provides support for the behavioral theory of labor supply, that is,

labor decisions are negatively influenced by income targeting. We thus find support for our second

hypothesis. Lastly, we derive a new insight from the consistently positive impact of HSF for both

types of drivers. Specifically, drivers who have been active for a longer period are more likely

to be active in a new shift and work for longer. We refer to this phenomenon as inertia. Our

third hypothesis is therefore rejected in the sense that, when controlling for both income- and

time-targeting behaviors, drivers do not exhibit an aversion to working too many hours.

On average, the impact of adding an additional hour to HSF on the work probability is much

stronger than the impact of additional hourly offer or ISF , but as the day proceeds this differ-

ence in magnitude decreases. We observe an interesting pattern for the marginal effects on work

duration. Early in the day, the marginal effect of HSF is larger than that of hourly earnings, but

in later shifts, the marginal effect of hourly earnings becomes larger than that of HSF . Fatigue

or deteriorated performance discussed in Section 3 seems to be explained by income-targeting

behavior rather than by its time counterpart. Putting these together, we conclude that drivers

exhibit positive income elasticity as predicted by the standard income effect but are also influenced

by behavioral factors such as income targeting and inertia.
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5.2. Across-Day Analysis

We now aggregate drivers’ decisions, incentives, and other covariates at the day level to investigate

daily labor decisions. We assume that the week starts on Monday so that ISF and HSF capture

cumulative income and hours worked since Monday. In this analysis, ISF and HSF are considered

as a proxy for weekly income and time targets. The covariates in both stages are nearly identical

to the ones used in Section 5.1 except that we replace the number of hours worked on the same

shift of the previous week by the number of hours worked on the same day of the previous week.

Figure 5 displays the estimates from our model for both vehicles types.

Figure 5 Signs and statistical significance for estimates of two-stage models of drivers’ day-level decisions

Note: Green with “+”: significantly positive, yellow with “-”: significantly negative, white: non-significant at p = 0.05.

Analyzing the results across days, we draw considerably different conclusions from our shift-level

analysis. While the positive impact of HSF on a decision to work remains consistent, the impact

of hourly offer and ISF appear to be time-dependent. Prior to the weekend, both hourly offer and

ISF positively encourage drivers to work. Drivers may perceive a recent high income as an indicator

of a high demand and form an optimistic outlook on future market conditions. However, both

effects become negative for Saturday and Sunday, resembling weaker income-targeting behavior.

The results for the level equation shed another interesting insight. We do not find significant effects

from the three main drivers in most specifications, except a consistent inertia observed among

sedan drivers. Note that the estimates for the IMR are significant across all models, suggesting

that there is indeed a sample selection bias in the daily work decision. One potential explanation is

that, while gig economy workers make strategic decisions of whether to work on a daily basis, they

do not seem to decide ahead of time how many hours they would work in the day. Instead, they

are likely to make such decisions at the shift or hourly level as observed in our shift-level analysis.
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5.3. Discussion

Our results offer an improved explanation of how gig economy workers make labor decisions and,

in part, reconcile the debate between neoclassical and behavioral theories of labor supply. Table 3

summarizes our hypotheses and results. We find that, as predicted by the standard income effect,

drivers respond positively to financial incentives. While we do not observe the strong negative

income elasticity from the literature (such as Camerer et al. 1997), we find empirical evidence of

an income-targeting behavior among drivers, suggesting that their labor decisions are influenced

by recent earnings or income goals. Several gig economy platforms provide an application that

features a real-time dashboard, making it simple for workers to track their progress and work

history. In other words, information surrounding past earnings and work activities have become

much more salient relative to traditional settings. By separating cumulative income from financial

incentives, we show that the negative impact of income targeting stems from cumulative income

rather than the hourly wage. Thakral and Tô (2017) draw a similar insight by showing the existence

of income targeting among taxi drivers and identifying the recently earned cumulative income as

a key factor in the decision to quit. In addition, we establish a new behavioral bias: workers with

greater cumulative work hours are more likely to work even more, instead of exhibiting a time-

targeting behavior. We refer to this phenomenon as inertia to reflect the tendency of workers with

longer work hours to continue working and stay active for longer. With a better understanding of

how gig workers make labor decisions (i.e., identifying behavioral factors such as income targeting

and inertia), companies can design effective incentives and personalize these incentives based on

individual workers’ behaviors. Lastly, we find that gig workers make working decisions at both shift

and day levels, whereas the work duration decision seems to be done at a more granular shift basis.

The latter potentially highlights the unique flexibility of gig jobs.

Table 3 Summary of hypotheses and results

Shift-level Day-level
Statement SUV Sedan SUV Sedan

H1a Higher wage increases P(work) 3 3 3→ 7 3→ 7
H1b Higher wage increases work hours 3 3 7 7
H2a Higher income so far decreases P(work) 3 3 7→ 3 7→ 3
H2a Higher income so far decreases work hours 3 3 7 7
H3a Longer work hours so far decreases P(work) 7 7 7 7
H3b Longer work hours so far decreases work hours 7 7 7 7

Note: P(work): likelihood of working, 3: fail to reject, 7: reject, →: result differs later on in the day or week.

6. Managerial Implications: Incentive Optimization

In this section, we illustrate how gig economy firms can use our insights on workers’ behavior to

enhance their operations. We first investigate the benefit of improved incentive allocation based

on two perspectives: increasing service capacity while keeping a fixed budget, and maintaining the
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same service capacity at a lower cost. We then further highlight the potential pitfalls of ignoring

behavioral factors and quantify the resulting capacity loss.

6.1. Targeted Incentives

As mentioned, the impact of incentives on the number of active drivers may be nonlinear. This

suggests that targeting specific drivers with different incentives can be beneficial. Instead of sending

a universal incentive, we examine how the platform can improve its operational performance by

offering personalized incentives based on drivers’ attributes. As a benchmark, we compute the

platform’s actual (implemented) allocation of promotions. We then re-allocate incentives more

efficiently using the following two perspectives: (i) increasing the service capacity (i.e., staffing more

drivers) using the same budget, and (ii) maintaining the same service capacity at a lower cost.

We propose to use a heuristic that ranks the drivers depending on the incentive level they need

to receive in order to start working. We first compute the average projected and actual promotion

expenses incurred by the platform for each shift (and day of the week) in our training data. The

sum of all drivers’ offered promotions is called the projected bonus. Recall that not every driver

who received a promotion decided to drive. We thus also compute the average actual bonus.

We compare the service capacity and cost of our model relative to the actual allocation between

January 1 and September 29, 2017. For each shift in each day, we train our model using all

observations (in the same shift and day of the week) prior to the focal shift. Across 1,012 day-

shifts, we observe that 94.59% of active drivers were sent a promotion but only 18.4% of these

drivers claimed the offer and ended up driving. Moreover, 94% of the drivers who drove were not

provided a promotion. These observations suggest that there is an opportunity to improve the

current allocation of financial incentives.

We first compute the average proportion of drivers who drove during a given shift in a given

weekday (using all past data). We denote this quantity by D̄. We then compute the inverse c.d.f.

evaluated at D̄: D̃= Φ−1(D̄), that is, D̃ represents the argument of Φ(·) in the right hand-side of

Equation (6). In other words, D̃ corresponds to the combination of drivers’ attributes that will

induce a probability of driving equal to D̄. For each driver, we use all the covariates’ values with

the base rate (instead of the offered rate) in our fitted model. This will predict the probability of

driving when offered only the base rate, p̂basei . If p̂basei ≥ D̃, we label the driver as “driving without

promotion.” For other drivers, we compute the difference, ∆i = D̃ − p̂basei > 0, to determine the

level of additional incentive needed for Driver i to start driving.

Improving service capacity while keeping the same budget. Using the actual promotion

offered to drivers and the total cost observed in the data as a baseline, we can compute the

platform’s budget for promotions for any given day and shift, assuming that such budget is separate
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from the budget for base rates. It is fairly common in the retail and service industries that the initial

pricing and subsequent promotions are decided separately. Thus, we first determine the number

of drivers who would drive regardless of promotions (i.e., their base rates are appealing enough to

trigger their decisions to work), and then rank the remaining drivers by increasing values of ∆i. We

compute the minimum driving-inducing promotion level by dividing ∆i by the estimated coefficient

β̂offer. We call this value ∆̃i. Then, a desired strategy can be to allocate the promotion budget to

drivers with the smallest ∆̃i until we exhaust the budget (or we can no longer encourage additional

drivers). On average, our re-allocation procedure sends promotions to 6.27% of all available drivers.

The 95% interval for the fraction of drivers who should receive a promotion is [0.44%, 19.92%];

these fractions are substantially lower than the current practice of the company. As a result, each

targeted driver will receive an attractive deal. Under the allocation observed in the data, drivers

were offered an average promotion of 0.58× relative to their base rate. In our proposed allocation,

however, targeted drivers will receive an average promotion of 2.09×. Consequently, the proposed

allocation will target a much smaller number of drivers but will offer a significantly more attractive

promotion. Ultimately, using the same promotion budget, our approach can staff 22.1% additional

drivers on average with a 95% interval of [2.46%, 50.50%]. Figure 6 reports the percentage increase

in the number of drivers for each shift and weekday.

Figure 6 Number of additional drivers using our allocation strategy
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Maintaining service capacity at a lower cost. An alternative strategy is to re-allocate the

promotions so as to maintain the same number of drivers. Similar to the previous case, we rank

all drivers by increasing values of promotion levels that trigger a driving decision (i.e., ∆̃i). We

subtract the number of drivers who are predicted to drive without receiving any promotion from the

desired service capacity. Instead of having a budget constraint, we now send promotions to drivers

who require the smallest incentive ∆̃i until we reach the desired service capacity. On average, our

allocation costs 30.10% less relative to current practice with a 95% interval of [0.75%, 63.54%].

Figure 7 shows the percentage of cost savings for each shift and weekday.
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Figure 7 Simulated cost savings while maintaining the same service capacity
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6.2. Ignoring Behavioral Factors

In this section, we quantify the impact of capturing the main behavioral factors obtained in our

estimation results. To this end, we investigate how much prediction accuracy the company would

lose and how many workers it would fail to attract if it did not incorporate income targeting and

inertia. We compare the following three scenarios to our model:

(a) ISF Only: The firm assumes that work decisions are influenced by ISF but not HSF .

(b) HSF Only: The firm assumes that work decisions are influenced by HSF but not ISF .

(c) Base: The firm completely ignores targeting and inertia behaviors.

Our analysis is at the day-shift level and reports out-of-sample predictions. The testing set

consists of each day-shift between January 1, 2017 and September 30, 2017. For each day-shift

in the testing set, we train four separate choice equations—one for each model (a)-(c) above and

one for our model (i.e., drivers’ decisions are influenced by both income so far and hours so far)—

using all historical observations of the same day-shift from October 7, 2016 to the week prior

to the focal date. Each of the four choice equations represents the predicted outcome depending

on the assumption on workers’ behavior. We first compute the fraction of drivers’ work decisions

that each model predicts correctly out-of-sample relative to the actual realization in the data. On

average, our model outperforms the other three models in prediction accuracy both at the shift and

day levels. Specifically, when the company ignores behavioral factors, it loses 8.6% in prediction

accuracy on average. Following the same procedure as in Section 6.1, we compute the incentive

allocation under each model. More precisely, we assume that each model is the true state of the

world and optimize the financial incentives for each driver given the promotion budget observed

in the data. Once the incentives are allocated to all available drivers, we estimate the expected

number of drivers assuming that the true state of the world is actually governed by our model.

Note that by construction, our model will always outperform the other models in terms of expected
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number of drivers. Our main goal is to quantify the magnitude of capacity reduction when the

company uses different assumptions on workers’ behavior.

Figure 8 Impact of ignoring behavioral factors on the expected number of active drivers
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Figure 8 shows that ignoring behavioral factors can lead to a significant decrease in the number

of active drivers. Specifically, the Base model leads to an average reduction of 16.70% in active

drivers relative to our model, with a standard deviation of 13.06%. The ISF Only and HSF Only

models suggest an average reduction of 9.63% and 10.32% in the expected number of active drivers,

respectively, with standard deviations of 9.10% and 10.20%.

In summary, the above results suggest that it is important for gig platforms to account for income

targeting and inertia. Ignoring these behavioral factors can decrease prediction accuracy, and more

importantly, induce misleading incentive decisions that may result in suboptimal capacity levels.

7. Concluding Remarks

The recent rise of the gig economy has changed the way people think about employment. Unlike

traditional employees who work under a fixed schedule, gig economy workers are free to choose

their own schedule: when to work and for how long. Such flexibility poses a great challenge to gig

platforms in terms of planning and committing to a service capacity. In this paper, we propose a

framework to investigate how gig economy workers make labor decisions. Using data from a ride-

hailing platform, we develop an econometric model that accounts for sample selection, simultaneity,

and endogeneity bias. We find that financial incentives have a positive effect on the decision to work

and on the numbers of hours worked, confirming the positive income elasticity from the standard

income effect. We also observe the influence of behavioral factors through the cumulative income

and number of hours worked. The dominating effect, inertia, suggests that, the longer workers

have been active so far, the more likely they will continue working and the longer period they

will work. Our results also reflect a unique feature of gig economy work. While workers decide

whether to work on both shift and day levels, they decide on the duration of their service on a
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shift basis. Finally, our numerical experiments demonstrate that gig economy platforms can benefit

from incorporating our insights on labor decisions into their incentive optimization.

One of the important phenomena that emerge from this paper is the existence of inertia among

drivers. While we cannot conclude that all gig economy workers exhibit such a behavior, we believe

that it has important implications that go beyond this study. Indeed, we believe the findings are

generalizable for three reasons. First, there is nothing specific nor exclusive about the platform

studied in this paper. Second, drivers working for this platform are often also working for competing

platforms. Third, policies used by our industry partner are quite common in the industry. Therefore,

there is a lesson to be learned about the fundamental impact of such policies. Amidst intensifying

competition among providers of similar on-demand services, companies are making every effort to

win over a mutual pool of workers. This paper empirically identifies several key behavioral factors

that affect gig economy workers’ decisions. Our research can be used to sharpen platforms’ under-

standing on how gig economy workers make labor decisions, and ultimately improve platforms’

operational decisions (e.g., sending the right offer to the right worker at the right time).

This paper opens several avenues for future research. It could be interesting to validate our

findings by running a controlled field experiment. Given that online platforms routinely run exper-

iments to confirm insights, testing the income targeting and inertia effects can be of interest. A

second direction is to further investigate how workers construct their reference points or targets in

both financial and time dimensions, and how these targets are updated over time. This will allow

companies to gain insights about the (dis)utility of working as well as understanding how workers

switch between service providers. Finally, our incentive allocation is based on simple ranking argu-

ments. Developing a more comprehensive optimization framework to optimize incentives for each

driver in each shift under further operational constraints is also an interesting extension. The main

goals of this research stream are to refine our understanding of gig economy workers and develop

data-driven methods that can be used by gig platforms to efficiently motivate and strengthen their

relationships with their flexible workforce.
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Appendix A: Additional Details of the Main Results

Figures A.1 and A.2 provide additional details of the main results from our two-stage models of drivers’

decisions on a shift level and a day level, respectively. For each of the key variables, we provide an estimated

coefficient and a standard error in parenthesis. Within each model, we also report an estimated coefficient

and a standard error for IMR and two R-squared’s, total R-squared (top) and within R-squared (bottom,

italicized). We acknowledge that a few of the IMR estimates are not statistically significant, suggesting that

the selection bias is weak in some cases. However, our insights regarding the impact of financial incentives,

cumulative income, and cumulative work hours on the decisions of both stages are consistent across different

model specifications and selection approaches (e.g., two-part model and Dahl’s correction). In addition, we

observe that SUV and sedan drivers may differ in terms of selecting into working for the shift or day.

Figure A.1 Estimates of two-stage models of drivers’ shift-level decisions

Note: Green: significantly positive, yellow: significantly negative, white: non-significant at p = 0.05.

Figure A.3 provides the effect sizes for an average driver of each type when one of the following conditions

happens: (i) a $10 increase in hourly offer or earning rate, (ii) a $10 increase in ISF , and (iii) an additional

hour to HSF .

Appendix B: Alternative Model Specifications

B.1. Instrumental Variables

B.1.1. Co-skippers IV. This IV follows a similar idea to our main IV, but instead of matching drivers

based on their past work decisions at a specific time in the past, we now match drivers based on the level

of past inactivity. For every day in our data, we categorize drivers into four groups based on each quartile

of the number of consecutive days they have been inactive. We call the drivers of a different vehicle type

who belong to the same group co-skippers. This IV satisfies the relevance condition: Since both the focal

driver and his/her co-skippers have been inactive for approximately the same time, their incentives should

be highly correlated. From the first stage of our IV estimation, the estimate for the instrument is consistently
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Figure A.2 Estimates of two-stage models of drivers’ day-level decisions

Note: Green: significantly positive, yellow: significantly negative, white: non-significant at p = 0.05.

Figure A.3 Effect sizes of changes in hourly financial offer/earnings, ISF , and HSF on drivers’ day-level decisions

Note: Green: significantly positive, yellow: significantly negative, white: non-significant at p = 0.05.
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signifiant and F-statistics across all models except one are larger than the conventional threshold of 10. This

IV also satisfies the exclusion restriction: Current incentives for co-skippers should not directly influence the

focal driver’s work decision because (i) they drive different vehicle types and (ii) the focal driver does not

have access to co-skippers’ incentives information.

The estimates from shift- and day-level analyses are consistent with our main results. Figure A.4 presents

the signs and statistical significance (at p=0.05) of the estimates across shifts and days. However, these

models are outperformed by our main models in both in-sample and out-of-sample prediction accuracy.

Figure A.4 Estimates across shifts and days using the co-skippers IV

Note: Green with “+”: significantly positive, yellow with “-”: significantly negative, white: non-significant at p = 0.05.

B.1.2. Hausman-type IV. Inspired by previous studies such as Sheldon (2016), we use the average

hourly offer rate received by all other registered drivers during the same shift on the same day as an instrument

for the offer rate. Similarly, we use the average hourly earnings rate earned by all other active drivers during

the same shift on the same day as an instrument for the hourly earnings rate. These instruments can be

thought of as a mutual offer or earning rate for eligible drivers in New York City at a particular time. In

addition, the incentives offered to other drivers should not directly influence the focal driver’s decision to

work. Controlling for weather and market conditions using the TLC data, we rule out potential confounders

that affect both the variation in incentives and the labor decisions. Unlike other ride-hailing platforms,

drivers on our platform do not compete with other drivers for promotions as both the base and promotional

rates are decided and announced ahead of time. Moreover, promotions are not offered as a way to relocate

drivers to high-demand areas (see Section 3.3 for more details). Thus, it suggests that this IV satisfies the

exclusion restriction. The results we obtained using this IV are qualitatively similar as illustrated in Figure

A.5. While this type of IV appears to be valid for the choice equation, low F-statistics suggest that it is a

relatively weaker IV relative to both the co-workers and co-skippers IVs.
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Figure A.5 Estimates across shifts and days using Hausman-type IV

Note: Green with “+”: significantly positive, yellow with “-”: significantly negative, white: non-significant at p = 0.05.

B.1.3. Instrumenting for ISF and HSF . Lastly, we perform a robustness check for our assumption

that ISF and HSF are not endogenous. Here, we allow them to be endogenous and use their lagged values

from the previous hour or day as their instruments. We make one assumption that the drivers’ fixed effects are

not correlated with the error terms 5. Figures A.6 and A.7 illustrate the signs and statistical significance (at

p = 0.05) for the estimates across shifts and days, respectively. Again, insights remain qualitatively consistent.

We note that the impact of cumulative income on the work duration becomes statistically insignificant even

at a shift level. This suggests that, if cumulative earnings and work hours are endogenous, we still observe

the consistently positive impact of cumulative work hours on both the decision to work and work duration.

Figure A.6 Estimates across shifts when also instrumenting for ISF and HSF

Note: Green with “+”: significantly positive, yellow with “-”: significantly negative, white: non-significant at p = 0.05.

5 Future researchers may consider an alternative approach which is to use Mundlak- or Chamberlain-type correlated
random effects regression models that include the driver-level mean of the time-varying covariate.
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Figure A.7 Estimates across days when also instrumenting for ISF and HSF

Note: Green with “+”: significantly positive, yellow with “-”: significantly negative, white: non-significant at p = 0.05.

B.2. Sample Selection Bias Correction

B.2.1. Dahl’s Correction. Following Dahl (2002) and Bray et al. (2019), we use the selection probabil-

ity as a sufficient statistic for the selection bias. Since, in our context, the choice for each driver is only binary:

to work or not, we do not suffer from a curse of dimensionality. Revisiting our level equation (Equation (7)),

f(Houri,t) = β0,i +βw̃w̃i,t +βZi,t + θλi,t +ui,t,

we can substitute IMR (λ) with all basis functions of a B-spline with using the quantiles of work proba-

bilities for all drivers, Pwork = [P (Drivei,t = 1|Xi,t),∀i] as interior knots. Let B(Pwork, j) be the jth basis

function of a degree n B-spline with the quantiles of Pwork as m interior knots. Also, define ηi,t = ui,t −∑m+n

j=0 γjB(Pwork, j) to maintain the orthogonality of the error term and the expected hours worked. Thus,

our level equation under this approach becomes:

f(Houri,t) = β0,i +βw̃w̃i,t +βZi,t +

m+n∑
j=0

γjB(Pwork, j) + ηi,t. (A.1)

In Figure A.8, we present the estimates for the level equation when choosing m = n = 3. Our results

remain consistent under both approaches for sample selection correction. Note that, for all but sedan drivers’

decisions on Friday and Saturday, the selection variables are significant at p = 0.05, confirming that there

exists a selection bias in the decision to work.

B.3. Additional Model Specifications.

As a further robustness test, we consider several other model specifications: allowing for non-linear effects

of the targeting behavior, allowing for an interaction between financial incentives and the targets, isolating

income targeting and inertia effects, using an OLS approach in the choice equation rather than a probit, and

including an indicator for vehicle type rather than separately estimating models by vehicle type. Our main

insights remain robust. We present the results for the first specification below.
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Figure A.8 Estimates for the level equation using Dahl’s correction

Note: Green with “+”: significantly positive, yellow with “-”: significantly negative, white: non-significant at p = 0.05.

Non-Linearity of targeting effects. Tables A.9 and A.10 display estimates when we include the quadratic

terms, ISF 2 and HSF 2, in all our equations. This allows us to investigate whether there is potentially a non-

linearity effect of each target on work decisions. We find that estimates for the linear terms remain consistent

with our main insights. The estimates for the quadratic terms are generally either having the opposite sign

from the linear counterpart or are statistically insignificant. We can interpret this result as follows: in general,

both income targeting and inertia effects have a diminishing marginal impact. One interesting observation

is that the level estimates for HSF and HSF 2 are both significantly positive in some shifts. This suggests

that inertia becomes much more apparent as workers’ work duration increases.

Figure A.9 Estimates across shifts when including quadratic terms

Note: Green with “+”: significantly positive, yellow with “-”: significantly negative, white: non-significant at p = 0.05.
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Figure A.10 Estimates across days when including quadratic terms

Note: Green with “+”: significantly positive, yellow with “-”: significantly negative, white: non-significant at p = 0.05.
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